Abstract

Bianca Premo introduces readers in her complex, challenging essay to the field of childhood studies that emerged officially in Latin America in the 1990s. But, reiterating the theme of Joseph Hawes's "Hidden in Plain Sight," Premo lays out the substantially longer history of the field as scholars of family history, of slavery, of illegitimacy, and of gender have been actually tracking childhood and children for many decades. Premo delineates the interactions among these disciplines while also indicating some of the distinguishing characteristics of Latin American childhood. She introduces notions of "circulating" childhoods passed in a variety of institutions and contexts rather than within one family, and of children adjusting to the economic pressures of globalization by multiplying the meanings of family and in the process, gaining more mothers.-M.S.
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As my title reveals, historians of childhood in Latin America sometimes cannot resist a pun. But we normally prefer to play on words when describing our “nascent” subfield, which claims a historiography on childhood that is still in its “infancy.” Indeed, compared to the history of childhood in Northern Europe and the United States, in which studies of children grew relatively steadily after the pioneering efforts of historians such as Philippe Ariès and Lawrence Stone in the 1960s and 1970s, the study of children qua children in Latin America’s past chiefly dates from the late 1990s on.

While there may be multiple explanations for Latin America’s apparent late arrival to the field, one most certainly has to do with the way that the history of childhood has been defined and developed as a “Western” narrative of modernization. In this essay, I seek to do more than insert Spanish America and Brazil into this narrative by cataloging the recent contributions from south of the border. I also wish to make the case that, in fact, historians of Latin America have long been writing a history of children and youths, particularly in their studies of the family, slavery, illegitimacy, and gender.

Much of this history has run a parallel, rather than intersecting, course with the approach taken by scholars of the U.S. and Northern Europe. Nevertheless, Latin American historians recently have begun to consider their own work on
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